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The Challenge

ProCFO Partners are expert financial managers, experienced across many industries,
verticals, specializations, and situations. They help companies navigate their business
challenges with clear counsel and actionable, practical, proven insights. 

Their organization outsources CFOs, providing their clients with everything an in-house
CFO would provide. Their team consists of dozens of CFOs that effectively help with goal
strategies, revenue, profit, cash management, and more in numerous industries. 

The team at ProCFO Partners was
already using LinkedIn, but they
didn’t have the right strategies in
place and soon realized that was
the reason why they were always
falling short. Instead of trying to
figure it out on their own, they came
to Evyrgreen Networking for Teams
to teach them the proper way to
use LinkedIn. 

Joe’s connection, Nelson, one of the
managing partners at ProCFO,
reached out and expressed that he
wanted all of his CFOs to learn how
to leverage LinkedIn the right way. 

They specifically wanted Joe and
the team to help them get in front of
more business owners and start
conversations. They were very new
to networking online and wanted to
learn everything they could in order
to make new connections and
leverage their current ones. 



The Solution

The Outcome

We put them through the full Evyrgreen Networking for Teams workshop. We started with a
tour of the platform, introducing them to the different tools they can utilize. We then taught
them how to optimize their profile, find the right people through research, stay top of mind,
and get conversations started with key decision-makers. 

Since they were not only new to LinkedIn but networking online in general, we made sure to
be extremely detailed and specific, ensuring we covered everything they needed to know
to maximize their results and come out successful.

After our workshop, the team at ProCFO Partners started seeing an increase in meaningful
conversations and accepted connection requests. With the help of our content calendars,
messaging templates, and profile tips, the team started utilizing their network in ways they
never thought possible. 

They instantly saw that implementing the right strategy was what they needed to have
more qualified conversations and be more successful in their efforts. 
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More Referrals, Valuable Relationships on LinkedIn

LET’S TALK

Need help generating qualified
conversations and growing revenue

with LinkedIn?
Book a strategy session with a team member to

learn about how Evyrgreen Networking for Teams
can help you. 

https://www.evyrgreen.com/talktous

